
Musical Murals Guide
Be sure to pick up a print out of the route directions before you leave!

All information about the murals and musical groups have been provided and written by Meet Me at
Maynards volunteers and Fred Fox School of Music students and faculty.

Stop 1
The 7reed5 (pronounced seven reeds) Reed Quintet is an undergraduate reed quintet that formed in
spring of 2021. This type of ensemble is a variation of the traditional wind quintet–substituting the flute
and horn with a saxophone and bass clarinet. The first known reed quintet was formed in 1995, so it’s a
relatively new type of ensemble. Their name is a play on words and numbers: there are a total of 5
players (hence the 5 that replaces the “s”) but a total of 7 reeds referring to the two double reed
instruments, oboe and bassoon. 7reed5 recently received a grant to commission new pieces. Tonight
they are sponsored by our event sponsor Instrumental Music Center.

“Desert Soul” is by world famous artist El Mac and though he is from Los Angeles, he considers
Tucson his second home. What he says about this piece is “I associate Tucson with a certain warm
spirit of love and creativity, a tranquil Sonoran vitality, and I hope this mural can capture or transmit
some of that desert soul.” He works entirely in spray paint, using multiple layers to create darker
shades and contouring. The woman painted is based on his wife.

Stop 2
The next group is known as the traditional wind chamber ensemble that was created in the early 20th
century. Here you now see the flute and horn. The Fred Fox Graduate Wind Quintet is a longstanding
Fred Fox School of Music ensemble. In its 8th cohort, its members have come from around the world to
perform and compete internationally. They have performed in China, Mexico, and throughout the
southwest and have won several competition prizes. This traditional ensemble has a wide range of
repertoire that spans the 20th and 21st centuries. Tonight they are sponsored by Sonoran Winds.

English Salon and Spa mural was painted by resident tattoo artist and painter, Rachel Fick in
November 2020. Rachel is not only a visual artist, she is also a performing artist and is a band leader of
Chateau Chateau, a synth steered indie pop band active in supporting the LGBTQ+ community.
“Juicy” by Isaac Caruso was commissioned in 2016 by the City of Tucson for Tucson’s mural program
which is dedicated to creating a vibrant, safe and interesting greater downtown. They provided funding
for many of the downtown murals that reflect diversity and style of culture. A Phoenix native, Caruso’s
work can be found on many walls all around Arizona from Globe and Phoenix to Tubac and Nogales.

Stop 3
Beat-Cats! is a group of hand drumming musicians in the Fred Fox School of Music percussion studio.
Hand drums are typically played with bare hands rather than a mallet and is a style common in music of
many cultures including the middle and near east, African, Latin and Indian cultures. The music is
usually performed without music. As you can see, Beat-Cats has no music stands. Tonight they are
sponsored by Civic Orchestra of Tucson.

“Sagrada Corazón de Tucson” by artist Rachel Slick says this piece was like painting on an English
muffin for 8 hours a day, due to the texture of the building. Much of her art focuses on large scale metal
sculptures and studio paintings. Her work is featured at Wilde Meyer Gallery in the foothills.



Stop 4
The Creosote Quartet was formed in 2021. Each member hails from the southwest region and this
similarity along with their love for saxophone chamber music brought them together as an ensemble.
Michael Plunkett, Andrew Blasdell, Maya Armendariz, and Joseph Rader are all graduate students of
Dr. Eddie Goodman, who is playing with the group tonight in place of one student who couldn’t be here.
They place music from the standard classical repertoire and new works that highlight contemporary and
traditionally marginalized composers. Tonight they are sponsored by Chicago Music Store.

“El Tour de Tucson” Avid cyclist Joe Pagac did this piece in honor of El Tour de Tucson, an annual
bike race that covers the loop and more, amounting to over over 100 miles of riding. This year's El Tour
happens this month on November 20. Joe has numerous pieces around town, identifiable by his use of
color and whimsy.

Stop 5
Q’iru clarinet and guitar duo fuses rhythms from different world regions with melodies personified
through clarinet and guitar. They take inspiration from pop, classical, and Latin American music that
take their audiences through a unique sound journey. Q'iru Duet has performed in the Chicagoland
area, southern Illinois, Tucson, AZ, Colombia, and Mexico. Tonight they are sponsored by Instrumental
Music Center.

Now this mural is one of tonight’s oldest murals and one rich with Tucson history. This building was
originally home to El Rapido, a family owned tamale and tortilla business founded by Aurelio Perez in
1933. Four generations of this family made tortillas and tamales until gentrification and rising costs led
to its closing in 2000. The artist of this mural is Aurlio’s grandson, Albert “Tito” Peyron. He doesn’t
consider himself a muralist, though he has painted several storefront signs. His primary medium is
photography and is known for developing a process for photographs on stone. Some might see this
mural and recognize it as a popular artifact, iconic of the US Southwest and Mexico, oftentimes referred
to as the Sleeping Mexican. However, it’s important to recognize how dangerous that name can be and
what kind of stereotypes are developed with certain rhetoric. Ironically, Tito Albert and his brother called
the mural “El Rapido Man.” They selected this image to paint simply because it was on the corner of a
receipt book owned by their grandfather.

Stop 6
The students here are members of the University of Arizona Symphonic and Arizona Choirs,
including graduates and undergraduates in vocal performance, music education, choral conducting and
other disciplines both in and outside of music.  Today they will perform a setting of an Italian love poem
by the late Renaissance nun, Vittoria Aleotti.  They also will sing the Mardi Gras song Iko, Iko made
popular by James “Sugar Boy” Crawford and the anthem to peace “One Day”, by the American Jewish
reggae singer, Matisyahu. Tonight they are sponsored by True Concord Voices & Orchestra.

This mosaic Tucson Images (not a traditional mural) incorporates traditional images and iconography
for the area. The artwork was all done by students of the TMA School

Stop 7
The Fred Fox Graduate String Quartet is one of the flagship ensembles at the School of Music. The
group has performed dozens of concerts in the Southern Arizona area, including those for the Arizona
Friends of Chamber Music. In addition to performances at home in Arizona, they have performed a
concert tour of China and numerous engagements at chamber music festivals throughout North
America. The group has also found success in national competitions, including the Coltman and
Plowman Competitions and second prize in the MTNA National Chamber Music Competition. This



year’s group, the Cabrini Quartet, consists of entirely new members: Emmy Tisdel and Ziqian Ye,
violins, Ana Tovo Loureiro, viola, and Lisandro Acosta, cello. Tonight they are sponsored by Arizona
Friends of Chamber Music.

No mural

Stop 8
The students in the UA Double Reed Ensemble are members of the oboe and bassoon studios at UA.
They are graduate and undergraduate students in performance, music education, interdisciplinary arts,
as well as biology and other science majors. Tonight they are playing arrangements of classics like
Brahm’s Hungarian Dances, Irish Tune from Country Derry aka Danny Boy, and Amazing Grace. You
can hear this ensemble at UA’s annual Double Reed Day in February. Tonight’s performance is
sponsored by Tucson Repertory Orchestra.

Mural by Alonso Delgadillo aka Norte Alonso is a muralist, landscape painter and contemporary
artist. He is a borderland artist from Tijuana interested in the culture, stories, and memories that
surround him. Based here in the Sonoran desert, Norte’s art can be found in many places along the
MX/US border.

Stop 9
Fred Fox Brass Ensemble is a graduate level ensemble. You’ll find 2 trumpets, 1 french horn, 2
trombones and 1 tuba. Like the other graduate ensembles, they are a longstanding chamber ensemble
at the school. You’ll sometimes hear different versions of the group, in a quintet setting which subtracts
1 trombone, or other smaller groups like trios or duets. They have a diverse repertoire from fanfares to
jazz. Tonight they are sponsored by Northminster Presbyterian Church.

Ochoa Streetscape (Ochoa St. between Church and Stone) artist? This mural of shadows with
silhouettes of various people inhabiting the street. Also note the lovely decoration which was done on
the street recently.

Stop 10
The Fred Fox Jazz Ensemble is comprised of undergraduate level jazz students, and represents
the elite musicians in the jazz department. All music performed today has been provided by the
students themselves, and includes original compositions as well as original arrangements on
progressive jazz pieces. Tonight’s performance is sponsored by Pete Swan Productions.

“Creation Story, Chaos Theory and Quantum Memory” by To-Ree-Nee Wolf relates the artist’s
views on the nature of existing, and finding your place in the world. She often incorporates the image of
a raven in her work, a tribute to her indigenous Native American heritage. In this mural, bright colors,
images of rainbows and a butterfly can be seen.
“Jack and Bill” by artist Ignacio Garcia puts Bill Walton on a jackalope! He didn’t know who Bill was,
just a name a friend suggested, until he looked Bill up and discovered he was a famous pro basketball
player and commentator. When the piece was painted, Bill’s son Luke was a star on the UAZ basketball
team, and who has since gone on to play and coach in the NBA.

“Tucson Together” is painted by local artist at UA alum Jessica Gonzalez. Each letter represents a
local business, rendered in the style of their logos! Most of these businesses are downtown.

We love local support and hope to see you at another Meet Me at Maynards or FFSOM event!


